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INTRODUCTION

History<. For over three centuries Pascal's remarkable 
theorem has periodically been scrutinized by the scholars of 
the time® For it was in I64O that Blaise Pascal3 sometimes 
referred to as Pascal the Younger* at the age of sixteen 
enunciated his theorem: "If a hexagon is inscribed in a
conic* then the points of intersection of the opposite sides 
are collinear®" From this beginning Pascal is said to have 
deduced over four hundred consequences which Leibniz saw and 
recommended for publication* They were not published*

In 1806* Charles Brianchon, a French mathematician, 
proved that if a hexagon is circumscribed about a conic, the 
three diagonals are concurrent* This theorem in fact is 
just the application of Gergonne® s principle of duality to 
Pascal's Theorem, but it focused attention oh the too-long- 
forgotten theorem whose conse#.ences for the next century 
were to be explored by some of the most famous geometers and 
mathematicians of the time* However, the real beauty of 
Brianchon's Theorem is that it immediately establishes an 
analogous system of points and lines, such that by finding 
new relationships in the Pascal configuration, there is es
tablished at the same time the dual in Brianchon's configu
ration.



. The first published extension of Pascal’s Theorem it~ 
self was in 1828 by Jacob Steiner, the Swiss-German geometerc 
He found that if the six points on the conic are taken in 
different orders, sixty Pascal lines may be obtained. In 
other words, if all possible arrangements of the six points 
are taken, there are only sixty unique hexagons, each of 
which will have a unique Pascal line = These Pascal lines he 
showed met three by three in twenty points, which are called 
Steiner points. Further investigation led him to believe 
that these twenty points were situated four by four on five 
lines concurring in a p o i n t W i t h  this last assertion 
Dr, Julius Plucker, Professor of Mathematics at the Univer
sity of Bonn, disagreed, and demonstrated that contrary to 
Steiner’s statement the Steiner points are situated by 
four’s on fifteen lines, which are called Steiner-Plucker 
lines.

Shortly thereafter in an article in the Cambridge and
2Dublin Mathematical Journal, lev, Thomas Kirkman showed 

that not only did the sixty Pascal lines meet by three’s in 
twenty G points (Steiner points), but also they met by 
three’s 'in sixty other points, called Kirkman points. In

1 Jacob Steiner, ’’The or me sur 1 ’ hexagramum my s t i cum” 
Annales de mathematiques pures et appliquees, 1828-28, Vol. 
18, pp 339-40°

. \  ' " • ■2 Thomas Kirkman, ”0n the complete hexagon inscribed in
a conic section”, Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, 
Vol, 5, PP 185-86,



viii
his article Hev»- Kirkiiianj using a system of homogeneous 
coordinates, finds other unnamed relations which, though not 
pertaining directly to this paper, hear mentioning,» "The' 60 
lines of Pascal intersect two and two in 90 points m, 360 
points r, 360 points t, 360 points z, and 90 points u,"
This system of Pascal pairs, he demonstrates, has just as 
remarkable a point-line relationship as those named in Pascal? 
Theorem* Take as an example; "The 360 points r lie by 
six’s on 60 lines H, which pass by three’s through twenty 
points D, and by ten’s through the original six points on 
the conic*”

Kirkman’s work opened the way for both Arthur Gayley 
and George Salmon, the former of whom showed that the sixty 
Kirkman points lie by three’s on twenty lines, called Cay
ley-Salmon limes,^ while the latter found that these twenty 
lines pass by four’s through another set of fifteen points 
named Salmon points*

With Salmon’s discovery came the end of the named 
points and lines in the Hexagram, not because the amazing 
relationships ceased with them, but because am Italian geom
eter, Giuseppe Veronese, proved that there is an infinity of

3 Arthur Gayley, "On Pascal’s Theorem",.Quarterly Jour
nal of Mathematics, Vol* 95 PP 348-53o



similar relationships0 Veronese, while a .student at the 
Polyteehnieal Sehool of Zurigo in 1877, presented his paper^ 
at the Mathematies Seminar directed by Professors Fiedler 
and Frobeniusc From what appears to be a tangled mass of 
points and lines, Veronese, using Desargue’s Theorem of per
spective triangles, gives proof of all of the named relation 
ships, and brings order and symmetry to this complicated 
configuration. This work in itself is not the final word on 
Pascal’s Theorem, but certainly it would seem to make addi
tional work towards locating new relationships unworthy of 
the effort.

There have been recently two papers on the subject 
which should be mentioned in connection with the present pa
per, The first of these is the doctoral dissertation of 
Anne and Elizabeth Linton^ in which they have displayed on 
plates the intricate system of points and lines of both the 
Hexagram and its dual. The second one is an article which 
by itself is difficult to grasp, but which coupled with 
Veronese’s paper makes a very understandable piece of work.

4 Giuseppe Veronese, ’’Huovi teoremi sull’hexagrammum 
mysticum”, R, accademia naz, dei Lincei, Roma, Memorie, 1877 
vol Ij, pp'62f9-703o

5 Anne and Elizabeth Linton, Pascal’s Mystic Hexagram, 
University of Pennsylvania Press, '1921, {k misprint in 
publication has the author as Anna Elizabeth Linton,)



X
It is James Byrnie Shaw’s !,Mystie Harmony*’̂  which contains a
system of notation for the systems of points and lines=

Further extension of Pascal’s Theorem was made by an
7Italian geometer, Vittorio Martinetti, who considered the 

hexagon inscribed in a third degree curve, while Gayley was 
first to introduce the possibility of considering the figure 
as a projection of a three dimensional figure» Dixon agrees
with this and uses it to prove ’’analogous theorems for quad-

B Qrie surfaces” 0 But it remained for Ho W« Richmond7-to find
that the hexagram is an ’’intuitive consequence of the nature
of a very simple figure in space of four dimensions”= Maybe
Richmond’s paper is the final word on Pascal’s Hexagram*•

. The Problem, The purpose of this paper is to devise a
better system of notation for the points and lines in
Pascal’s Theorem,

There will.also be resolved the accuracy of a conjecture
made by this author in a paper presented to the Pi Mu. Epsilop,

6 James Byrnie Shaw, "Mystic Harmony”, Scripta Mathe
matics, April, 1941? PP o9-77o

7 V, Martinetti, "Sopra un gruppo di Configurazsioni 
regolari nell’Esagrammo di Pascal”, Accademia Gioenia di 
scienze naturali, Catania Atti,, i890-91? Vol, 3, Ser,T,
PP 31-52, "*

8 A, L, Dixon, ’’Pascal Theorem”, Messenger of Mathemat
ics, Vol, 37, PP 17-42,.

9 He W, Richmond, ’’The figures formed from six points 
in space of four dimension”, Mathematische Annalen, 1899,
III (4), PP 161-176, " '
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Mathematics Honorary Fraternity at the University of Arizona. 
The statement was in regard to the second system of points 
and lines in the configuration and suggested that:

f,(l) The sixty Kirkman points lie by three’s on sixty 
lines, which intersect by three’s in twenty points, which lie 
by four’s on fifteen lines.

- (2) The sixty lines intersect by three’s in sixty
points, which lie by three’s on twenty lines, which inter
sect by four’s in fifteen points.”
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THE FIRST SYSTEM

lo The proofs of Pascal's Theorem itself are many,. 
Probably the most elegant proof is the one given by Coxeter-^ 
involving a projectivity on a conic5 and the fact that if a 
projectivity has an invariant point, it is merely a perspec- 
tivity0 Another proofj1^ using homogenuous coordinates5 con
siders three points of the hexagon as the reference triangle, 
and proceeds to show that the determinant made from the coor
dinates of the points of intersection of the opposite sides 
of the hexagon vanishes— a necessary and sufficient condi
tion for the eollimearity of three points0 The Euclidean
proofs of the theorem are found in the more advanced college

IPgeometry courses* A proof, using Menelaus’s Theorem and
■ 13transversals of a triangle, can be found in Daus*

10 Ho So Mo Goxeter, The Real Projective Plane (New 
York: McGrow and Hill, 1949) pp 8EL

11 Edwin A* Maxwell, The Methods of Plane Projective 
Geometry Based on the Use of General Homogeneous Coordinates, 
Cambridge, Eng*, The University Press]'"'11945%

12 Three points B,, Bz, B3 on the respective sides of a 
triangle A, A 2 A3 are collinear if and only if:

A i B3 , A a B i s A3 Bz _
B3 A 2 Si A 3 B2 A,

13 Paul Ho Daus, College Geometry (New York: Prentice- 
Hall, Inc *, 1950) pp 2T*
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20 To determine the number of Pascal lines that can be 

formed by rearranging the order of the vertices of the in
scribed hexagon, consider the six vertices (fundamental 
points) joined two at a time or 6 x 5/2 - 15 lineso These 
fifteen lines are called the fundamental lines0 From the 
first of the fundamental points there can be drawn five 
fundamental lines* While from the second point only four 
fundamental lines can be drawn, and similarly to the sixth 
point from which no new fundamental line can be drawn* This 
would indicate that there are 51 or 120 hexagons. However, 
starting from one fundamental point, the hexagon closes on 
the same point, but the same hexagon is obtained by just 
backing up over the same lines* In other words, there are 
half of one hundred twenty unique hexagons, or 6 0, which 
means that there are just 60 Pascal lines in the hexagram* 
These 60 hexagons are built on 45 diagonal points to be 
called D points*

3® Before going further it will prove helpful to dis
cuss the D points relative to the hexagons which they deter
mine* The discussion in this paper is to be based on num- 
bering the six fundamental points, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 * Them 
one of the 60 hexagons is 123456, and the three points (D 
points) of intersection of the opposite sides are (12-45)? 
(23-56) and (34'6l)* Pascal’s Theorem says these three 
points are eollinear, so that only two of the D points are
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required to determine a hexagon® In this regard it is im«* 
portant to note that no cyclic permutation of 123456 pro
duces a new hexagon® Thus, the following hexagons are 
identical, and hence will have the same D points and the 
same Pascal lines 123456, 234561, 345612, 456123, 561234 
612345, 654321, 543216, 432165, 321654, 216543, 1654320

4» Using Veronesemethod of perspective triangles, 
consider the three following triangles s

12, 34, 56 = ABC
45, 61, 23 * A»B»C» (See Figure I)
36, 25, 14 =

The sides of these triangles are fundamental lines of 
the hexagram® Triangles ABC and A’B’C1 determine points 
(1 2*4 5), (3 4’61), (56*23), which are the diagonal points of 
the hexagon 123456, and also the points which determine the 
Pascal lime of that hexagon® With the sides of the two tri
angles being thus perspective about Pascal line 123456, the 
join of corresponding vertices meet in a point„ One pair of 
corresponding points is M* dr (1 2•56) (2 3*56), and the line 
joining them is found to be the Pascal line of the hexagon 
123654® .Similarly, BB? or (12•34) (16«45) is the Pascal 
line of the hexagon 163452, and 00? or (34* 56) (16 -23) is 
the Pascal line of the hexagon 143256® These three Pascal 
lines, being the join of corresponding vertices, meet in a 
point Q, Since there are 20 such points, they are Steiner 
points.



There is one other G point in this figure«, ABC was 
just shown to be perspective about Pascal line 123456 to 
A’B’C'o Now A” or (14636) is a point of AA* which, as 
above, is Pascal line 123654. Likewise BM or (25-36) is on 
BB® which is the Pascal line of the hexagon 163452, and Cn 
or (14-25) is on CC® or the Pascal line of hexagon 143256«, 
Therefore, A®*B®®C" is perspective to the other two triangles 
through the same G point, and the axis of perspectivity of 
each pair of triangles meet in the second G point of the 
f i g u r e T h e  axes of perspectivity of ABC, A®B®C®; A®B®0®, 
Af®Bs,Gtt| and AnB!,CtJ, ABC are, respectively, the Pascal lines 
of the hexagons 123456, 163254,143652e

From the triad of triangles is first obtained the hexa
gons 123654, 163452, and 143256o Notice that the numbers in 
the odd position are 1, 3, and 5. Taking any one of this 
triad of hexagons and interchanging the numbers in the even 
position by pairs produces the second triad of hexagons0 
Use will be made of this fact in the notation to follow.
For example, the Steiner points G,23 and G4̂ 6 are found in the 
same Steiner configuration, and are in fact conjugate 
points.

5® The 60 Pascal lines meet not only by three®s in 20

14 See Appendix.
15 Veronese, op. eit., pp 657®
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Figure II

Kirkman Points
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Steiner points, but also by three1s in 60 other points 
palled Kirkman points. These Kirkman points correspond to 
a Pascal line in the manner to be.demonstrated.

The hexagon 123456.is formed by only six of the fife, 
teen fundamental lines. The nine remaining fundamental 
sides are 133 14, 15? 24, 25, 26, 35, 36, and 46. From 
these nine lines there, can be formed three hexagons, 135264, 
136425, and 153624, the Pascal lines of which meet in a 
Kirkman point as will be shown.

In Figure II, the triangles 13, 26, Pascal line 136245 
(ABC), and 52, 14, 36 (AfB’C) are perspective about Pascal 
line 145263 o This is true since the corresponding sides 
intersect on 145263; i.e. 13-52, 26•14, and 36 meets Pascal 
line 136245 in 36-45, the third P point of Pascal line 
145263 o Thus, the joins of corresponding vertices will be 
concurrent, or AA?, BB?, Sthd CCt are concurrent. However,
AA* is (13-24) (36-25) or Pascal line 136425, Likewise, BBf 
is (13°26) (14-25) or Pascal line 135264, and CC? or (26-51) 
(14-36) is Pascal line 153624. The center of the perspective 
ity is then a Kirkman point which corresponds to Pascal line 
123456.

6. Veronese found that the Kirkman points and their 
corresponding Pascal line divided the entire configuration
into six closed systems of ten Kirkman points and the corre-s .
spending ten Pascal lines. He called these systems rr



figures, and numbered them I, II, III, IV, V, VI.
Consider the first of these figures. A Veronese aeta* 

tion will be used in this demonstration and some that follow, 
but will later be supplanted by a more general notation.
From Figure III it is seen that through a Kirkman point, K,„ 
passes three Paseal lines, pl<?3, p/-24, and p,250 The Pascal 
line to which K/<? corresponds is p345-« The correspondents of 
P,23, P,Z4» P,Z5 are respectively K4£, K35? KJ4. Through K4S pass- 
es p(45, p^, and while p/3ir, p23J, P34J- concur in K3ff, and
Pm  » PX34-» P345 in K34® The K point, corresponding is
as above K,20 There remain only six of the nine Pascal lines 
just mentionede They are:

P/45- t© which corresponds K**

P . 4 *  w
i? 11 K , 3

P i 3 5  n 11 11 .K z 4

P -2 3 5  "
It 11 K,4

P , 3 4  ,f
11 11 K25-

$ ^ 3 4  "•
11 11 K,5

As can be seen now, the Pascal lines which pass through 
these K points are Pascal lines which are already in the rr 
figure, so that the figure is indeed closed.

The method for determining which of the 60 Pascal lines 
is p3'4g is not difficult. (The superscript designates the 
number of the rr figure to which it belongs.) Assume any 
hexagon to be p̂ V., say 123456. Take the six fundamental
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lines of this hexagon out of the fifteen, and with the re
maining nine fora three hexagons whose Paseal lines concur 
in K,'2<? Now find the corresponding K point of these three 
hexagons, by reapplying the above method to each hexagon, 
labeling them as they develops according to the preceding 
paragraph*^

At this point, it may be pointed out that there is no 
dual relationship between the 60 Kirkman points and the 60 
Pascal lines, since the 60 Paseal lines pass by four$s 
through each D point, but the Kirkman points do not lie by 
four’s on any line.

The six rr figures reappear in each one of the infinite
number of systems of points and lines. For that reason it
will be wise to investigate carefully the consequences of
dividing the entire configuration into these six rr figures.
In any one rr figure, the Pascal lines do not have a common
D point, and they pass through ten different Steiner points
G. By combining any two rr figures there is found to be then
only four Steiner points common to both figures. For exam*

17pie the Steiner points Gj23, G,243 G,Zir,. G,z6 are common to rr 
figures I and II0 Furthermore, any two rr figures have six

16 See Appendix for table of the six tr figures.
17 These subscripts are new ones and must not be con

fused with the ones used in demonstrating the Steiner points.



Figure III

'35

A rr Figure
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D points in e©mmon0 f© see this, consider again I and II,
The D points common to them are; 13»24, 14'23, 15*26,
35*46;, 36*54, and 16«52» These D points lie three by three 
on the Pascal lines p ^  = 163254, p,̂  = 153264, pj3 = 135246, 
and = 136245, which, as is noticed, are Pascal lines from 
each of the other four rr  figures. Thus, the combination of 
two t r figures form four Pascal lines of each one of the oth
er four rf figures, and these four Pascal lines pass through . 
each of the Q points common to the two if figures,

Amy three rr figures have in common only one G point
from which we derived the subscripts for G, Thus, GU3 means
that G point obtained by combining figures I, II, and III, 
while the one obtained from combining the other three r f  

figures IV, V, and VI, G4S6 is its conjugate®
7o So far there have been discussed Pascal lines, 

Steiner points, and Kirkman points, which leave then the 
Cayley-Salmon lines, the Salmon points, and the Steiner- 
Plueker lines®

The three lines p ^ , p;!,3, p,^, as we have seen, meet in
K,2» On p.,,. are found K̂ , K,!?, , and D/4.36, and on p^
lie K,3, K,'3, B13i26 , d3s.46) and D,4.,5, while p,,4 contains K,4, Kj4, 
D,̂ 64 , 0,3.64 , and 036.2̂<> For the present consider only the 
triangles;

le D/4.36 B/4 036*25'

2o D 15.62 $3f'46 D/3.̂ 4

3^ D 35.24 D 13 * 26 0/5*64
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These triangles are perspective through the center K^, (See 
Fig. IV). The second and third triangle of this triad have 
sides which are Pascal lines. In the second triangle for 
example, Dẑ.62 D35-.46 = 153264, which from the table of the six 
77 figures is found to be p,'̂ . Similarly, the other sides 
of these two triangles are found to be the Pascal lines as 
shown in Figure IV. Now these two triangles are perspective 
through K,'2 which makes the intersection of corresponding 
sides collinear. Thus, Ky2 are collinear, recalling
that p'4 p£3 meet in K,% p," p,v2'$ in Kl2, and p," p,^ in K,2.
This line is then a Cayley-Salmon line which shall be de
noted by c456, because the Pascal lines which correspond to 
the Kirkman points on it, pass through C456» In other words 
P345 P345 P345 > as can seen from the table of Steiner points, 
all go through G4ir6.

To see the significance of this notation for the Cayley- 
Salmon Lines, consider the first and second triangles. Being 
perspective through K^, their corresponding sides are collin
ear. The corresponding sides are 36 and p''4 = 136245, 14 and 
p,̂  = 153264, 25 and p̂ 3 = 135246, which meet, respectively, 
in the points 36*45, 14*32, and 25*16. These three points 
are D points of p34'5 = 163254. Similarly, considering the 
first and third triangles, the axis of perspectivity is 

P345 = 125634.
The axes of perspectivity of the three triads of tri

angles are c456, p ^  and p3'̂ , and they concur in a point.
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But and p3'^ concur in G/j?3, according to the table of 
Steiner points. Therefore, c 4S6 passes through G/j?3 from 
which one would suspect that c/23 passes through G456. Such 
is the case, as can be shown, using the above method on 
triangles:

1 . ^32-41 D32.65'
2 . ^b2-3l

3. ^15-62 D46 31 024.35
The vertices of these triangles are, respectively, situated 
on p^v3 = 153264, Vua ~ 132465, and p ^  = 135624 which meet 
in K ,2 .

Since there-is a Cayley-Salmon line for every Steiner 
point, according to the construction just used, there must 
be 20 Cayley-Salmon lines.

The significance of the subscript on the Cayley-Salmon 
line is identical with that of the subscripts of the Stein
er points. That is, c,23 means that it is common to these 
figures I, II, III, while the c's, common to I and II, are
C/23 , C IZ5 9 ^IZ6 •

8. Now in the figure of p,^ p^3 p,^ meeting in K,*, 
consider the triangles whose sides are:

1 .  5 %  9 %  P,23

2- P,!«5- P,35- P/34 (See Figure V)
P*45 P234

As is known, the vertices of these triangles are per
spective through K,'2 making the intersection of corresponding



A Cayley-Salmon Line

Figure IV
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sides collinear. In the first and second triangles, the 
pairs of corresponding sides are p,” p,^, p,£ p ^ ,  p^3 p/34,
which points are found to be from the table of Steiner 
points, respectively, G/26, G/<M, G,^. There are then three 
Steiner points on this axis of perspectivity, but it re
quires four Steiner points to be a Steiner-Plucker line. To 
obtain the fourth G point, the axis of perspectivity of tri
angles 2 and 3 is Kj5 = p ^ . The axis of perspectivity
of triangles 1 and 3 is Ti36.4 S 'D,b.52 D,4 .3Z = 163254 = P^.
These three axes concur in a point, and since p3'45 pj^s concur 
in G/23, the line G/;4 G /<?5 Gl26 must also contain G,23. Thus, 
the line is a Steiner-Plucker line, containing the G points 
which are common to rr figures I and II, from which shall be 
derived the notation for a Steiner-Plucker line of g/2. The 
subscript is also derived from the numbers that are common 
in the subscripts of the G points which form them. Since 
the combination of the six rr figures, taken two at a time 
is 15, there are 15 g lines. Figure VI is the complete 
Steiner figure: three lines through every point, four
points on every line.

9. Now to investigate the composition of a Salmon 
point, let us consider for example the line p3'4s. - 163254- 
The D points are 16’25, 36*54, and 32*41- Through each D 
point we know pass four Pascal lines, or through 16*25 pass 
p2'34 p"3S p;23 besides, of course, p ^ . Through 36*54 pass
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Pzas P*4S P/2 4 > While 32-41 contains pz''4 p//3 . From these 
lines are formed three triangles: (See Figure VII)

1. P234 %45 ^35 whose vertices are
2. ^35 9^5 P234 rt Tf tt

3. P,23 P,23 tt T! tt P/3-24 P/5-26 P35• 64
Since in triangles 1 and 2 the sides meet, respectively, in 
three collinear points, the joins of corresponding vertices 
are concurrent. In other words K^4 K^, Kj4, Kj3 K̂ 3f are con
current. However, as we know, Kj4 is c/24, since the Pas
cal lines which correspond to Kj4 are p/35 p,'34, which pass
through G/<?4. Similarly, K24 is c /2S, and Kj3 is c u 6 . Be
fore this point S, in which c l249 c , 2S, and c/26, concur, can 
be called a Salmon point, it must be shown that another, or 
four, c lines concur in it. To this end, consider the tri
angles 1 and 3. They are perspective about p^, which means 
that the joins of corresponding vertices are concurrent.
The join of corresponding vertices, i.e., K^, Dj5.26
1)35.64 K23, are in fact Pascal lines. To see this, consider 
the three Pascal lines which, in the first pair, meet in K24. 

They are p̂ 4 , p2'4 , p2'45. Only p/z4 = 136425 passes through 
both D/3.24 and kJ4. Using the same method the Pascal lines of 
the other two pairs are found to be, respectively, p,I,5 and 
p^g. These three Pascal lines, which join corresponding 
vertices, concur in K^.

Similarly, the center of the perspectivity of triangles
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2 and 3 is K/J, which means that S, K/*, K,", are collinear.^^ 
However, K/2 K,2 are c iz39 which is the fourth Cayley-Salmon 
line to concur in the point S/2.

Again the subscript /2 means that the point S,2 is common 
to two rr figures, in this case, to I and II, and as with 
the 15 Steiner-Plucker lines, there are 15 Salmon points.
The subscripts compare also with those used on the g lines, 
that is, since c/23, c/24, c/Zff9 c/26, compose this S point, it 
shall be known as S/<£,. Figure VIII is the complete Cayley 
figure with four lines on a point, and three points on a 
line— the dual of the Steiner figure.

10. With the Salmon points, the first system of named 
points and lines in the configuration is complete. There 
is, however, a system of triangles, introduced by Veronese, 
which is a part of the first system, and which is to be used 
later in this paper, that should be discussed before leaving 
the first system.

From the Pascal line p345- = 123456, there is formed a 
triangle whose sides are 14, 25, 36, by obviously pairing 
the first digit with the fourth digit, the second digit with 
the fifth, and the third digit with the sixth. Every Pas
cal line has such a triangle, but not uniquely, as we shall 
see. Now this triangle 14, 25, 36 (see Figure IX) has its

Id The dual of three triangles perspective through a 
point. See Appendix.
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vertices, 1 4 *2 5 , 2 5 *3 6 , and 1 4 *3 6 , respectively, situated on 
the Pascal lines p/4 5, p,^, p3v45. Checking the table of 
Steiner points, it is found that these three Pascal lines 
concur in G456, which, as we know, is conjugate to G^3. 
Furthermore, G IZ3 lies on the Pascal line with which we 
started, that is P343-* Consider next, the two other Pascal 
lines besides p j45. which are concurrent in G/23. They are 
p3"s = 125634 and p3'^ = 163254. The vertices of the triang
les formed from these two are 1 6 *2 3 , 2 3 •5 4 , and 1 6 * 5 4 for 
p3”5 , and 65*34, 12*65, and 12*34 for p^. Notice that these 
vertices lie on p ^ s = 165234, p/45- - 1 4 5 6 3 2 , and = 1 2 5 4 3 6 , 
the three Pascal lines which concur in G45-6. Thus, we have 
found that the vertices of the triangle of each of the Pas
cal lines through a G point, form three Pascal lines which 
concur in another G point.

A triangle of a Pascal line is common to three other
Pascal lines. Take for example the triangle 12, 34, 65

which is common to p3̂ s = 163254, p,^ = 153264, p^3 = 164253,
and p^^ = 154263. As we already know these four Pascal

19lines are formed by combining rr figures I and II. There
fore, combining the six rr figures, two at a time, produces 
15 combinations, or there are 15 triangles, each one of 
which is common to a distinct group of four Pascal lines.

19 See page 11
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The 15 triangles are:

12.34-56 III 14*25-36 II III 15-26-34 III V
16-23-54 I III 1 5-23*46 II IV 12.35.46 III VI
14-26-35 I IV 16-24-35 II V 12-36-45 IV V
13-25-46 IV 13-26-45 II VI 16-25-34 IV VI
15-24-36 I VI 13-24*56 III IV 14-23-56 V VI
Thus, the means any combination of two rr figures, 

where i = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , or 6 and k = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , or 6 ; 
i 7* k, and ik = ki. For example, AJZ means the triangle 
12*34-56 which combines I and II, As pointed out this tri
angle is common to p3'^, p,̂ 3 , p^3, and pj'4, thus, its verti
ces lie on the Pascal lines which pass through the G points 
conjugate to the ones situated on the above four Pascal 
lines. The vertices are situated then on the Pascal lines 
which meet in G456, G356, G346, G34̂ . Further, we know that the 
sides of this quadrangle of four G points, consists of the 
Steiner-Plucker lines gJ6, g46, g36, g4s, g3S, and gJ4. In addi- 
tion, the twelve Pascal lines which pass through the verti
ces of A /2 to form G points also concur in the Kirkman points, 
Kjz, C  K45, K33, corresponding to the Pascal lines common to 
AIZ, These four K points are situated on the Cayley-Salmon 
lines common to I and II, that is c/23, c/24, cl z s , and c;26.



Figure IX



CHAPTER II

THE SECOND SYSTEM

11. The first and second systems are bound together by 
transition lines which shall be denoted by t/2. These tl2 

lines are formed by pairs of K points, as will be demonstrat
ed using Figure X. This figure is of necessity more involved 
than the preceding ones, so that this discussion should be 
followed carefully in the figure.

Take a n y T h e r e  are four G points, common to the 
combination of i and k figures rf . These G points, of 
course, lie on the line g;j, from which can easily be ob
tained the symbol for the four G points. Then, using the 
table of Steiner points, choose from the three Pascal lines 
that comprise each G point, the two which belong to the i 
and k figure. These eight Pascal lines will meet in pairs 
in D points which lie by four's on each side of A^i.

Let us take as an example A,z = 12-34• 56. The G points 
common to I and II are found on g ,2 and are G/Z3, G/jM , GIZ5, 

and G/26. From the table of Steiner points, it is found that 
the two Pascal lines of each point which belong to tT fig- 
ures I and II, are, respectively, p3'4, p3'̂ , p,34, p,'34 p ,
and p ^  p^5 • Furthermore, they intersect the sides of A,2 by 
pairs in D points, situated by four's on a side.
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From the figure we see that triangle D/z.46 K34 DJ4,25. is 

perspective about side 56 in the points D/4,56 , TlX3,Sb, D/3.5-6 
with triangle D/2.45 K35 D34.26. Thus, the join of the vertices 
are concurrent in D,2.34. In particular, K34 K3S go through D,^. 
This K pair is a t,? line, but what keeps it from being a 
Cayley-Salmon line? The fact that three K points, which lie 
on a Cayley-Salmon line, have corresponding Pascal lines 
which meet in a G point. With this K pair such is not the 
case, since the correspondent of Kj4, which is p,^ , passes 
through G256, while the correspondent of Kj5, or p,g4 passes 
through G,56.

Next, the two triangles D/2.44 D34./5- K/4 and T>i2.4sr V34.6i K,!i 
are again perspective about side 56, meaning that K,4 K/J- also 
goes through 12*34. This K pair is the second t ,2 line, as 
can be checked according to the previous paragraph. The two 
t ,2 lines through 12 • 56 are K34 and K/5 K,4, which can be 
shown considering triangles K34 D,3.̂6 D;2.45 and K-̂  D,4.56 D,2.35 
for the pair K34 K35, while for the K/5 K,4, the triangles,
K/5 D24.56 D,z.35 and K/i VZ3.S6 D/2.45. For the two t;j? lines through 
34*56, the two triangles K45 D34.6, B24.S6 and K4'5-D34.?6 D/4.56 show 
that K45 K4S goes through 34*56, and K,3 D34.25 D,4.S6, Kj'g D34./5 V24.S(> 

show that K/3-K,3 also goes through 34*56. Thus, through 
every vertex of Â j, pass two t/2 lines, making a total of 9 0  
t/2 lines in the configuration.

12. Let us now consider for a moment Figure VII. It
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will be recalled that through each of the three D points of 
any Pascal line pass three other Pascal lines which form two 
perspective triangles of K points whose corresponding verti
ces are joined by Cayley-Salmon lines, meeting in a Salmon 
point. In particular, Figure VII was used to show that p ^  
was the axis of perspectivity of and Kj3 K^5 K'24 which
concur in S/?. Carefully now form the trilaterals which 
correspond to these K point triangles. The corresponding 
trilaterals are, respectively, P,^P/^P,^ and P,̂  .
Moreover, the vertices of these trilaterals are, again re
spectively, the triangles K/j K|3 K^and K,'4 K,̂  K,V, whose sides 
and vertices are points and lines found in Figure X. Back 
to Figure X then, we see that the triangles are perspective 
about gl2, since p/3'4 p/35 = G,^, p ^  p,'̂  = G,25, p,^ p ^ - -  G,26. 
Therefore, the joins of corresponding vertices are concur
rent; that is, Kjg K}4, K," K/3, and Kj4 K/j concur. These K 
pairs, as we have seen, are t ,2 lines, and their point of 
concurrence is a point of the second system, called a Z 
point and denoted by^Z^, since it corresponds to p ^  in the 
manner just completed. The fore-script indicates the sec
ond system.

Consider now the triangles K35 K^, K34 K,4, with
sides p3‘4s 1)^ and p3"5 p ^  p/^ . The sides meet in p3'45. p j1̂

G,;3 ; p/45 P,45 = g,z6; P,3J P,34 = G w  T h u s » the j°ins ° f corre- 
spending vertices, known to be t /2 lines, are concurrent in
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some point Z. In order to see which Pascal line this2Z
point corresponds to, the procedure used to find z Z ^ must be
reversed. The triangles which correspond to K',s and
K£, C  K" are, respectively, p /^  p,j3 pj3+ and p/^ p"3 p,"5 .2 0  

p ^  (136425) • P/;5.(135426) = 13-24
=(135264) • p^3.( 153246) = 35-46

P^ =(132546) • p;;5=(l63524) = 2 5 - 1 6

These points are D points of p̂ 3 = 135246, which means
that this Z point which we have found iŝ Zĵ ,

Similarly, considering triangles Kj4 k '35 K,̂ , K]'5 K,j, 
the axis of perspectivity of its conjugate triangles is p,^ , 
making the corresponding 2 Z point 2Z^. Then from the tri
angles Kj5 K34 KI4 and KJ5 K35 K,1̂, the axis of its conjugate tri
angles is p/2v3 , or its 2Z point 2Z4̂ .

From the discussion of Figure X, we see that:
1. There are 90 t ,2 lines, two by two through each ver

tex of
2. The t ,2 lines, concurring by three1 s in a 2 Z point, 

each contain two 2Z points,
3. There are a total of 60 2Z points, four for each 

or one for each Pascal line,
4. The four Z points of A;4 form a quadrangle, whose

20 Omitting the step showing that K,g Kj3 K2'4 and K,* K25-
are perspective through S,2.
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diagonal triangle is A;l.

5. The four zZ points of correspond to the four Pas
cal lines formed on the six D points common to i and k 
figures, i.e., A,2, the four Pascal lines are p^, p^v3, p^3 , 
and t o  which correspond, as we have seen, Ẑ̂ ', 2Z^, 
and ,Zy3‘.

13. The 2Z points are found to lie by threeT s on a Cay
ley-Salmon line. In particular, the three Z points that 
correspond to the three Pascal lines, which meet in a Stein
er point, are situated on a Cayley-Salmon line. As an exam
ple, take G,23 in which meet p3'45 p3"5 vSas • The zZ points, 
which correspond to these three Pascal lines, are, respec
tively, jZ,f, 2Z^, 2ZIZ, and it is these three,Z points which 
lie on a Cayley-Salmon line. From the three Pascal lines 
choose one of them, and go through the complete procedure 
for finding its Z point, paying particular attention to the 
K point triangles which develops. The procedure, to be here 
reviewed, is to find the D points of the Pascal line, say 
p345 - 163254, whose D points are D/6̂ 5 D36.54 DJ2.,4 . Through 
each of these D points pass three Pascal lines, two of which 
are sides of a K point triangle. In order to determine 
which two of the three lines to use, go to the table of 
Steiner points to find the other two Pascal lines which go 
through the same G point as p3̂ . The other two Pascal lines 
through G/23 are p345, and p3"5. Therefore, the desired Pascal
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lines can be found in rr figures I and II. Thus, checking 
in the table of the six rr figures, and looking only in 
figures I and II, we find:

D,ws = p;34(132546).p;^(l63524) 
D3t.54 = p;4J(154236).p^s(136254) (See Figure XI) 

= P;35( 145 3 26 ).P;;4( 152364)
The vertices are, respectively, from Figure XII 

K44 K,4 whose join is c/?4.,
K44 " " " cl2j-(concur in S,2

k ' k;3 " " " =,.623 23

inand, of course, these triangles have as an axis, p34_5. The 
trilaterals, which correspond to these two K triangles, are, 
respectively:

p1 /  p " /
,35\  V ' yl34\ II/  ^13 / ̂ 13

P 1 T ) 11 /,34\ tt' ir"
> &I4  /  K /5n ' r)'i <

145\  v l 1̂45 \  TfH
&I5  1̂4

The last triangle of this pair, and the last one of the 
first pair are:

rr * I0 X ---- ------"123
KjiC K,, y concur in

K,'s whose join is
P«4

<4
P,34 it it tt

K,5 P|« it tt tt
P A P.M

K25 ̂  .. “IS „ rl25

and their axis of perspectivity is p3'̂ , since P̂ '̂ -P,̂  = K^;

%3,'P,'3,= Kjy 
Now, we know that from Figure X:
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KJj ^  K,'3 whose join is t,2
K,4 P'”  K'IS- P'̂5 " " " tl2 concur in aZ,j
k;; ( p,4$ k u - ^  p'45 » " » t„

X  P,̂  X  Pm 
and the axis is g„, since p(̂  • p^5 = Gl;4; P)4J • P,^ = Glz6;

Pm • P,34 * Gẑ -
Finally we know that:
K j3

X
\ K j s whose join is

K,5
> P/33

K L ?

K j 4 \

P ^ W tr tt ttx
C> P/45 P2 W tt tt tt

X
P/34 p;34

concur in K '

and the axis is pJ4S, since V ^s = K3'5; p/45• vj4s = Kj5; ■
P/34 ' P2 34 K 3 4.

I l lSince the four axes, p3'̂ , p^, p^, g/<?, concur in G/23,
on

the four centers, S/j2, K/2, zZ,7, K,̂ , are collinear in c/23.
In other words, we have found that the four K point 

triangles, K24 K^, K25 K24 K23, K/4 K,'l, K/4 Kjs K,j, which
evolve from finding the Z point correspondent of pj45, are 
cyclically perspective in the order shown.

To show that the *Z points, Ẑ,*, 2 Z,2, are also situat
ed on K/2 Ki2 K|2 = C/23, the K point triangles that develops in
going from p345 to 2Zl? are in order:

jr 1 tr 1 tr * ■yl,l Tf *11 ylll rr fll Tf HI rr HI rr f y  I y  1
•̂/4 *1/3 ^/3 *'-/4 *V|5> ^2 3 “-24 ^ 4  ^23

The cyclic perspectivity of these demonstrates that the axes,

21 See Appendix
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^345 f Pj45-> P34S 9 and &13 are concurrent in G/23, while the cen
ters S/3, K/% K/j'and Ẑ,'̂ are collinear in c/Z3e 

Then for jZ/*, consider the triangles:
T f l f  TZ I I  y / l  1 T z / M  Trill TZ / I I  TZ  1 • '  rzf'l  TZ  ll TZ  *1 TZ/4 “-/3 1̂5̂ /4 ^5e

This cycle of perspectivities shows that the axes, , pj^, 
Pj45> g23 are concurrent in G^3, and the centers, Ŝ 3, K”', Ẑ,̂ , 
K/2 are collinear in c/j?3»

We have just seen that there are three Z points on a 
Cayley-Salmon line, and that these Z points correspond to 
the three Pascal lines which meet in a Steiner Point. More
over, since the 20 Cayley-Salmon lines are reformed by the Z 
points, the complete Cayley figure, including, of course, 
the Salmon points, is common to both the first and second 
systems.

14. What about the zZ points which correspond to the 
Pascal lines which meet by three1s in a Kirkman point?
These2Z points are found to lie on a 2z line, belonging to 
the second system, and corresponding to a Kirkman point.
Let us take as an example the three Pascal lines, p^ p^ p,'̂  
which concur in K,'J. The 2Z points, which correspond to each 
of these Pascal lines, must be determined. From the K point 
triangles which form each of the three zZ points, it is found 
that six of the K points farm two triangles, perspective 
through a G point. In the chosen example, we find:
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K45 K's and K3'4 Kj5 concur in 2Zj,̂

« K^K;; ” it ,Z3̂  (See Figure XII)

These triangles, that is, and kJ4 Kj!/, are perspec
tive through center G ^ 3, because k J5 kJ4 - p34S, Kĵ  K "5 = p3̂ , 
kj5 K34 - p3''̂ . Thus, X  ^  =Z3V4 are collinear in a line ẑ3'4v5, 
which corresponds to K in the manner just shown, and which 
derives its notation from that fact. There are, therefore,
6 0 *z lines in the second system.

We can see now that the indices of the Z points and z 
lines correspond, respectively, to the indices of the K 
points and p lines. In other words, on ^ z ^  lies 2ZJ,4 2Z4'5 2 Z3'’3Sf

o** 2 ^ 3 4 5Z34 Ẑ23 2 2 4̂, and on 2.̂ 134 1 -̂®® 2Z 34 2Z /3 aZ/4*
Since these three 2z lines have  ̂Z^ in common, they must con
cur in that point.

15. Before investigating the properties of the 2z 
lines, we must discuss the method of using 2Z points to find 
the K points which correspond to a Pascal line. As we know, 
K'/z corresponds to P345, so the problem is to find Reusing 2Z 
points. If we were going to find the Z point of p ^ , we 
would first have to derive the Pascal lines, passing through 
the D points of p345- 163254. These lines are:

P/34 , P*j5 through D,b.^
P245 f ” ^63‘S~4

'>2 35> ^34Pj,<, P/34 " D3>2-4I
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Figure XII

0,23

A Second System Line



From here, though, we are going to find t h e p o i n t  of 
each of the six lines above. Since the method for finding 
3Z points has been displayed in full, only those points and 
lines relevant to this particular problem are to be shown:

From P234 through D^.6/pass P345 P " 3
( 2 2 ) Vni C containing

tt tt D/6-52 tt P/2 3 —  K % k;. tt z"2 /4
tt tt Df4-36 tt Pvs P/24 —  k;2 tt 2̂ ,3
tt P/« tt D3 6-54 tt

P/24 —  K;; K ; ; tt 7  "3 13
tt 2̂35 tt D/4-32 tt P345 P , « -  K % V iv ■̂45' tt 2Z,;

tt P "<?34 tt tt P/23 —  K % tt 2z;;

From the chart, it is easily seen that on the t /2 line, K)2 K^, 
lies also ^Z^, ^Z^. Likewise, on t,2 = K '2 K35 lies 2Z/'3, 2Z,3# 
Therefore, K^ 1 must be the intersection of ( 2 z/, ̂ ,4) • ( 2Z/I32Z,3), 
as well as the third pair, (2Z,%Z%), with these two. Thus, 
the procedures for finding the corresponding2Z point, or K 
point of a Pascal line are the same. That is, for example, 
consider p,^ = (163254):

D,6.25 pass pJ'3J ~K,5 K.'X P^PiW
Dfc3.54 " P;^ -  k; or ^  ̂  x* | c
d3z.4i " p;35 p,34 -  k;4 K y . p;3S p;;4 - x
16. We now have the necessary knowledge to show that 

the 60 z lines meet by three1s in the 20 Steiner points.
From the combination of I and II rf figures, we know that

22 The symbol 11 means 11 corresponds to11
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the Pascal lines produced are p3'̂5, p^3 , p^3 , , whose cor
responding 2Z points are 2Z/1̂, 2Z4̂ , zZ4v̂  andzZ/j. The diagonal tri
angle of this quadrangle is, as has been pointed out, A IZ = 12, 
56, 34. The other quadrangle in Figure XIII is that formed 
from the Z points which correspond to the four Pascal lines, 
resulting from the combination of I and III tt figures. The 
method for determining just exactly which four Pascal lines 
these are, is to find the four G points common to the two 
figures, and these G points will of course lie on gx^or in 
this, g/3. The G points, thus, are G,2J, G/34, GI3S, G/36. Then 
from the table of Steiner points is found the Pascal lines, 
passing through each of the G points, which does not belong 
to i or k rr figures, in this case I and III rf figures.
These Pascal lines are p ^ , P,z4 > , whose correspond
ing 2Z points are Ẑ,1', zZj4, zZ/5, 2Z^, the diagonal triangle 
of which is Z\,3 = 16, 23, 45.

The two diagonal triangles of these quadrangles are 
perspective about G456since the joins of the proper vertices 
are pj45. p3v45. p3v45, and the axis is p345 , because corresponding 
sides meet in the points D/2.45 D/6.34 D^,^. Moreover, the tri- 
angles 2Z4V5, and ,Zjv4, 2Z”S, 2Z44 are also perspective
about p/43, since 2Z^ X s X  = C  X  , Z J S X  = K34» 
and X  X  " X  X  = X

Consider now the triangles D,2.J6 D,4.36 ̂ 45. and D23.45 D,6.Z3 ,Z3'4. 
They are perspective about p345 since corresponding sides
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meet in K^, K*'5, and DS3.S6 which are known to be points of p3'45; 
Therefore, the joins of corresponding vertices meet in a 
point. It has already been shown that D/2.J6 V34.S6 D,6.23
is G456. Thus, 2Z34, which is Zz ^ 59 must also go through

In exactly the same manner, the lines, zZl's ^Z^ =2z^, 
and 2Z{5 2Z3v5 = 2z 3v45. ,  can be shown to pass through G45-6, consid
ering, respectively, the pairs of triangles, D/?)56 D/2.34 2Z^, 
^33-45 6-45 2Z34> and Dy2,34 D34l3-6 gẐ , D45. /6 D/^.^3 zZ5ir. In Figure XI
it was proven that the remaining vertices, that is, ^Z^1, 2Z(*, 
form the Cayley-Salmon line c/J?3 which also contains G456.

From this demonstration we see that the Steiner config
uration, including the Steiner-Plucker lines, is common to 
the first and second systems, recalling that the same is 
true of the Cayley configuration.

17. We should by this time be aware of the existence 
of the six rr figures of the second system. As previously 
noted, the six rr figures of the first system recur in all 
the systems. It has been shown that three2Z points lie on 
a 2z line, and that three 2z lines concur in every^Z point. 
Thus, Figure III could be redrawn, using2Z points and the 
corresponding 2z lines. Therefore, the table of the six 
figures for p lines and the table of Steiner points may be 
used as the MSecond System Tables", by merely substituting 
a 2z for a p, keeping in mind that only the subscripts are



involved in the change, because there are no D points on a 
2z line. Use will be made, however, of these D points merely 
for the purpose of determining the indices. Moreover, the 
two systems of rf figures are not coincident, sire e the p 
lines pass by four1s through every D point, and the 2z lines 
do not pass by four’s through any point*

The properties of the combination of any two rr2 figures 
are the same as those of the first system. For example, I 
and II rr2 figures form four 2z lines in each of the other 
four Tfz figures. They are 2z^5, , 2z^3, and 2z^4, on
which lie G/23, G/24, G/2J, G^6, which is g,2. Also, S/2, which 
is common to I and II, is formed by cu3, c/24, c,2zr, cu ,̂ on 
each one of which is, respectively, in pairs, 2Z/2,



CHAPTER III

THE THIRD SYSTEM

18. As is known, the second system is bound to the 
first by t/j? lines, formed from certain K point pairs. The 
second and third systems are bound together by T23 points, 
formed by certain z lines, which are corresponding to the K 
point pairs that formed the t /2 lines.

To demonstrate these T23 points, let us consider the tri 
angles K ,3 K,* K,4 and K /3 K'IS which are perspective through 
,Z,'2 (see Figure X). . The lines joining corresponding vertices 
through gZ/z'are t (2 lines, and thus, the 2z lines which corre
spond to the K point pairs on each of these t ,2 lines meet in 
a T23 point.

In Figure XIV, the trilateral of 2z lines, which corre
sponds to the above K point triangles, are 2zJ'45 2z234 xz”3S, 
and 3z^s 2z;„ with vertices of ,2^ 2Z^ 2Z;‘and ,Zz'3 z
These triangles are perspective through S/2, because corre
sponding vertices are joined by c/24, c/26, and c/2S. The cor- 
responding sides, ,z^£ =„T3t.T4, Zz2'„ ,z;'35. =23T,t.„, and

2z 2 3 £  2 z J '34 - 23Ti4,23 intersect in collinear points. Thus, points 
23T36.54 23T/6 2y 23̂ 4^3, whose subscripts are derived from the 
Second System Table of rr2 figures, are collinear, and from 
this table, the indices of are obtained for this sz line.
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Thus, s^sAsy which corresponds in the manner above to 2Z^, is 
one of the 60 3z lines each of which corresponds to a 2Z 
point, and each of which contains three 23T points. There are, 
however, only two 3z lines through each 33T point, which pre
vents the system from being coincident with the first system, 
because the p lines pass by four’s through the D points.

19. In order to show that there are three 23T points on 
every 3 z line, consider in Figure XIV, the addition of line 
c/23 on which lies 2Z\2 and 2Z,2, and which as we know goes 
through S/z. There are now four points 2 Z ' and four points 
2Z ". Each group of four produces triangles, each one of which 
is perspective through S ,2 with one triangle from the other 
four points. These four perspective pairs are, omitting the 
fore-script2:

1 (a) 712 AS Z234 Z21S whose vertices are Z24 z« zi*
(b) Zi'4* rr MZX34 tt tt 11 zi, Z "4

2 (a) Z/24 Z/?3 TT tt Z/2 Z25
(b) Z*35 *hs z/z 3 »T tt " z2; z;i Z",

3(a) ZyW Z/24 Z24S tt tt " z;2 zL z,V
(b) ZUS Z2AS tt tt " z;; ziV zj'4

4(a) Z/25 z/,3 Zj35 tt tt " Z,'z z;3z;5
(b) _ 11 

ZI24 Z,23 tt tt " z;; 7 " 23 ziV
The first of these pairs has just been discussed. The 

remaining pairs can be checked, using Figure X, to make sure 
that the K point correspondents of the sides are the K point
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pairs which form a t ,2 line,. For instance in 2(a) and (b),
X 34 K/i which contains 2Z4V5 and 2Z,'̂  while
K35 K34 which contains 2 and and the third side contains
aZjj- and zZ^5. Thus, the axis is a 3z line, called 3z/;3, 
which checks with its 3̂T points, and the Second System Table. 
That is, ^ 3S.4b, and X3T)3.4Z lie on 135246 which is 3z/v23.
Similarly, 3(a) and (b ) has an axis of 3z ^ 4 which corresponds 
to gZjf, and 4 (a) and (b), an axis of 3z}z3 which corresponds 
to ,ZJ5V.

20. Of course, the question arises, how do you find 
the %z lines which intersect by two’s in the three 23T points 
of a 3z line? The procedure is exactly that that was used 
to find the K point pairs of a-1 /2 line. For example, take 
3z /23 9 one of the lines just discussed. From the Second Sys
tem Table of Steiner points, find the other two indices 
that go through the same G point as /2V3 . They are ,34 and ,3 4 , 
which means, of course, that the desired 2z lines are in I 
and II Tf2 figures. The Z3T points of 3z,'z3 are:

as? 15-ze in which concur and 2z,%4
« T i 4 . «  " " tf , z « 5  M .Zi'3 4

J3T,f.46 " " " , < 2 3  "

which agrees with Figure XIV.
21. The three 3z lines, which correspond to the three

2Z points situated on a ^z line, concur in a 3Z point. For
this purpose consider the points z Z4g, 2Z3̂  and which
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from Figure XII are known to be The corresponding
lines are 3z t'l3, 3z,'24f and 3 zj*s . Now the triangles 2z^ 3 

X w  ^z/24 and xz,24 z Zj25 are perspective about the line
0 ,̂ 3, since the corresponding sides meet in z Z points of that 
line (see Figure IV). That is t z 'n 3 =,2,',, ,z/j3 j,z,%= 2Z^,
2z/24 2z/2j = 2Z,2'. Thus, the joins of corresponding vertices 
are concurrent, and these joins are precisely the three 3z 
lines which correspond to three zZ points on a 2z line.
Their point of intersection shall, of course, be denoted by 
3Z/'J, which indices not only result from the indices of the 
three 3z lines meeting in it, but also from the fact that 
it corresponds to 2

22. As has been mentioned, the Steiner configuration 
is common to all systems. In the third system, the three 3z 
lines which correspond to the three 2Z points situated on a 
Cayley-Salmon line, meet in a Steiner point which corresponds 
to the Cayley-Salmon line. In Section 13, page 31, using 
Figure XI, we saw that the triangles:

Kj, Kj, x;, x;; x,%, x,; x,, x;,
were cyclically perspective, which demonstrated that 2Z,̂  was 
on C/23 along with X^, X^, and S,2. Taking now the 2z line 
correspondents of these X point triangles, we have:

a
ZZI34 2Z M5 y 2ZV35 2ZI4S •*ZJ34 > Sf 3^Jl4S 2ZA34y zZJ 34 zZ24S' 2S

23and these also are cyclically perspective. The first and
‘23S1

23 The figure is the same as Figure XI, with the points 
and lines denoted by 2Z and 2z.
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second trilaterals are perspective through K'/j and line g IZ9 

because zZ '/4 XZ 'I3 j , z "39 and are t iz lines which
concur in K,̂' and corresponding sides meetin the points 
G /25 G/z4, which is g,z. The second trilateral and the
third are perspective through ^Z;z and the line 2z 34S; the 
third and fourth through S l2 and the line j Z ^ ;  while the 
fourth and first are perspective through zZ '2 and the line 
2z3'45. In Section 13, Figure XI, it was shown that these cen
ters, K,g', zZ,z, 3,2 and zZ,'2 are collinear. Therefore, the 
axes are concurrent in G,23 since ẑ345 2zj45 and g /2 meet in 
that point, which means, of course, that 3zj43. goes through 
Gyz3. This G point corresponds to the c line on which lie 
the three 2Z points— that is, G/23 ^  c/z3 on which lies zz/2
<7 11 nWẑ /z*

In order to show that 3Z345 3zJ4S, which correspond, re
spectively, to zZ/z zZ,z, go also through G/23, take each of 
the quadruplets of K point triangles in Section 13, and form 
their corresponding trilateral in Zz lines. These are:

o  _ K  - I I  II _  »ll i l l  111 III III II I I I  _  /« K
^ iZz Aj  Z^\4S 1 2**34 2*24S* ^ 115 z*l4S z*i34

The cyclic perspectivity of the first quadruplet shows that 
3z 345 goes through G/23, and the last quadruplet shows that 3Zj45 
goes through the same point. We now see that the Steiner 
configuration is common not only to the first and second 
systems, but also to the third.



23. It will be recalled that in Section 7, Figure IV, 
there were found to be three Kirkman points on a Cayley-Sal
mon line. The Kirkman points were denoted by the indices ̂ , 
,2, ,VJ , while the corresponding Pascal lines, p, were ^  , 
345, Then from the fact that these three p lines were concur
rent in G456, the indices of the corresponding G point, which 
is G/23, was taken as the indices for c/23. In the second sys
tem, the z Z points whose indices were for example from Sec
tion 13, Figure XI, ,2 ,,2 , jy , have corresponding 2z lines of 
345,345 ,345- • These 2z lines were found to pass through G,23,
so that the line, which contains the three corresponding 2Z
points, was c,23. Similarly, the 3z lines, which pass through
a G point, have 3Z point correspondents on the c line corre
sponding to the G point. For example, in Section 21, the 
lines 3z3'45, 3z "4S9 3Z345, were shown to go through G,23, so
that their corresponding 3Z points lie on c,24. ^

24. We have seen now that the six rr figures are found 
in the third system as well as the first two. Moreover, the 
combination of any two rrg figures produces the same indices 
for the points and lines as in the first and second systems. 
There is one caution, however, in the use of the T,3 points.
As was pointed out in Section 18, Figure XIV, through every

2 4 Veronese, op. cit., pp 6 8 6 -9 1 , verifies this by the 
introduction of Y points, y lines, V * points, v 1 lines, and 
n lines.
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T^point passes two Zz lines and two 3z lines. The two ^z 
lines through any 23T point are found in accordance with the 
method of Section 20. For instance, we will find that through 
^ 36.^4 pass, according to the 6 m  figures and 6 -n* figures, 
four 2z lines and four 3 z lines. The four 2z lines are 

Zz"45, 2z/24 > and the four 3z lines are lines of the same
indices. However, returning to Figure XIV, we find that 2 z ^ s  

&Z45 3z/^4 3Z345- go through but there remain two Zz and
two 3z lines. These remaining lines pass through the point

• The priming of the a3T points serves only to separate 
the 9 0 23T points into 45 ^T and points, and no confusion 
within or between the systems would result if we had primed 
the first instead of the second.

25. With the completion of the third system, we have 
the necessary knowledge to move on indefinitely from system 
to system. Just as the first and second systems are bound 
together by t/2 lines, so the third and fourth systems are 
bound together by t34lines. These t34lines are formed in a 
manner that is similar to the formation of the t,2 lines.
The t,2 lines were formed from K point pairs, and the 1 34 

lines are formed from 3Z point pairs of the same indices as 
the K points. That is, where K/3 formed a t /z line, so 
jZ,3 3Z/3 forms a t 34 line, having exactly the same properties 
as its corresponding t/2, except the points and lines are in 
the fourth system with indices indentical to those of the



second system. Therefore, it can be said that the even num
bered systems are derived from the preceding system by t 
lines formed from the preceding system of Z points, which 
have the same indices as the original K point pairs.

The second and third systems are tied together by 23T 
points, which are the intersection of a pair of Zz lines, 
which corresponded to a K point pair. For example, in Fig
ure XIV again, we see that 2z<2,,34 2zJ35. form a ^T point, and in 
Figure X, or by using the method of Section 20, it is found 
that K/5 K/4, the correspondents of 2z234 2z23ir, do form a t l2 

line. Thus, we see that the odd numbered systems are formed 
by T points, which are the intersection of a pair from the 
preceding system of z lines, whose indices correspond to an 
original K point pair.^5

25 Veronese, op. cit., pp 696-700, shows these to be 
repeating systems, by demonstrating that the Z points on a 
Cayley-Salmon line form a continuing involution of points 
whose invariant points are a Kirkman point and a Salmon 
point.



CHAPTER I?

A NEW ALGEBRAIC NOTATION FOR THE SYSTEMS
l26„ If the numerical notation of the indices has been 

thoroughly mastered^ the algebraic notation will seem trivi
al 9 and James Byrnie Shaw’s article, ’’Mystic Harmony” 
seems less involved0 However, before making use of Shaw’s 
article, it will help to review briefly the points and lines 
in the following manner;
45 Diagonal Points (D)
60 Pascal Lines 20 Steiner Points 15 Plueker Linesf
60 Kirkman Points 20 Cayley-Salmon Lines 15 Salmon Points
90 Transition Lines (t)
60 Z Points 20 Steiner Points 15 Plueker Lines
60 % Lines 20 Cayley-Salmon' Lines 15 Salmon Points

The letters which we will use in our simplification of 
the notation are as follows;

45 D Points
60 a1 Lines 20 B Points 15 c Lines
60 A1 Points 20 b Lines 15 C Points
90 t Line s

26 Shaw, ©po cite
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60 AzPoints 20 b Lines 15 0 Points 
60 a2 Lines 20 B Pbints 15 c Lines 

Hotice that as w e •move across or down the chart, 
starting with a , we move from line to point to line, etc. 
The.duality of the notation, of course, does not hold for 
the (a k ) n' systemso In other words the Kirkman points are 
not the dual of the Pascal lines, nor; are the Z points the 
dual of the z lines» There is, however, a valid duality be
tween the (Bb) and (eC) movements, because the Cayley con
figuration of three Salmon points on a Cayley-Salmon line is 
the dual of the Steiner configuration of three Steiner-Pluck- 
er lines through a Steiner point 0

Hote also that within each system there are notational 
dual systems* That is, within (a1Be) there is also (Aib C)» 
Thus, within (a^Bc) there is also (A^b C), bound to the pre
ceding and following systems by the transition system of 
(tT^.,^ and (tT)^^^, respectively, where if n is even, t is 
the transition media, and if n is odd, T is used to form the 
following system* Furthermore, neither the commutative nor 
the distributive laws are applicable to these subscripts*

Within each system we shall make use of Shaw?s discov
ery that any two of the A ; w h i c h  have a common subscript 
have sides which intersect in B points of an a1 line (Pascal

2? See Figure VI and VIII„
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A,
table o f Ax* is here repeated ;

/z * 12 34 56 Aaa* 12* 35-46 12 •36 •45

I 3 : 16* 23 45 2$ 1 6 .24'35 46* 16 •25 •34
/4* 14 26 •35 23* 14- 25-36 Sb* 1 4 •23 56

15* 13 ‘25 4 6 zb* 13 •26-45 13 •24 •56

lb* 15 24 •36 Z4* 15* 23-46 3 ? 15 -26 •34
For example, the sides of A /2 and A,3 meet in D/2.45-, D/6.J4, and 
^ z 3‘S6 which form p3̂ =  123456, so that we could denote this a 
line by a^2J. Algebraically, we call it, s^,. However, 
there are six fundamental points, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, so that 
we must have six letters, say <*, , r, ^ , 6 , 5 . Each of
these Greek letters may represent any one of the six funda
mental points.

The lettering of the triangles instead of the number
ing necessitates the pointing out of a certain property of 
the fifteen A^j,which must hold true under any order of let
tering. That property is this: If the pairs of the six
fundamental points of are transformed by the three pairs 
ofA^y, considered as pairs of an involution, the resulting 
pairs must belong to Agy. Thus, for example, and A,fe 
under the above transformation, form A,2, for A2fe= 13* 26* 45 
transformed byA,6 = (15) (24) (36) produces 56*43'21, which 
are pairs of A,2.

Now we can proceed with the notation such as Any
dot between the letters indicates the limit of the commutative
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law as pertains to the subscripts. For instance, a sub
script of »(./3zf may also be written<x-yz?, or one of may be 
written six different ways, while may only be written 
four ways.

It will be found that in the case of the subscripts of 
a1, saŷ -/3y, that <* designates the number of the rr figure to 
which aj.gy belongs. For with preceding the dot, there 
remain five letters to be combined two at a time which give 
ten combinations— the ten a 1 lines which belong to the* tt 
figure.

In Section 4 it was demonstrated that A,z, A l3 , and A z3, 
were perspective through a Steiner point, which now is denot
ed by B. Later in the paragraph, just preceding Section 7, 
it was pointed out that any combination of three rr figures 
has in common only one B point, from which fact the indices 
of B ,23 were derived. Similarly, Axr,-A**, andABVj which are 
in fact a combination of three rr figures, have B^* in com
mon, while , andAt? , have Through B y p a s s  a ^
a^, and a^p. we see from this explanation that the B 
points are formed by a combination of the six letters taken 
three at a time, which is twenty. Moreover, the indices of 
the three a1 lines, which pass through each B point, contain 
the letters of the indices of the B points, separated in 
three different ways by a dot.

Then in Section 5, we found that the Kirkman points, to
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be called A1 points, corresponded in a certain way to the a1 
lines. To â 1.^, then corresponds while through Aj.^,
passes aj.st , aj.̂  , and â .f? • From here we can duplicate the 
demonstration of Section 5 as regards the indices, showing 
that the ten A* points and a* lines are a closed system.

There is common to two rr figures, one Steiner-Plucker 
line, to be denoted by c, so that in is c^. Two rr fig
ures have also in common four B points, which lie on the c 
line, common to them. On , then, is found I^M , 
and

We know, also, that the three A1 points (Kirkman points), 
which correspond to the three a1 lines through a B point, 
lie on a b line (Cayley-Salmon). The indices of the b line 
were obtained (see Section 7) from the indices of the B 
point. In other words, , a^*., and a ^ e , concurring in

have Aj,^, Aj.A?, and A^tsi collinear on b^. The indi
ces of the b line are also indicative of the fact that the 
line is common to any three rr figures, in this case, to 
at, 0, y figures.

Finally, in the first system there are the Salmon points, 
or C points. It was demonstrated in Section 9 that through 
every C point passes four b lines which have a common pair 
of numbers in their indices, which means of course, that, 
like the c lines, the C points are common to any two figures. 
For instance, the lines b^, b^, and b^, concur in
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0*0, which is, of course, common to rr figures <*, and/3 e

We have not thus far needed a notation for the D points, 
nor will we actually require one. However, Shaw makes use 
of a notation that must be clarified. His notation for the 
D point, common to a£w , and a^, is Df„XK) . The
subscripts of this D point are easily and obviously obtained 
from the subscripts of the a 1 lines; however, the use of 
such a subscript for a D point would require another table 
of conversion from these notational D points to the true 
ones. The true notation is 9 as can seen from the
table of the six rr figures if<*,0,Y,<f,< , <5 , equals, 
respectively, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

27# To form the t/2 lines, it was necessary to find the 
three D points of a Pascal line. Through each of these D 
points pass two Pascal lines which form two Kirkman point 
triangles, and the join of corresponding vertices of these 
triangles concur in the second system points, whose indices 
are the same as those of the original Pascal line. With the 
algebraic system of notation, we find that it is not neces
sary to know the D points of the a 1 line in order to arrive 
at the A2 points. For example, using the numerical substi
tution of the preceding paragraph, it will be found that the 
following pairs of lines concur in the D points common to
a 1 •<V/3r
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af3.<A6-
'(PW?)

Notice that we are able to move directly to the proper 
a1 line from the given one, by observing in the subscripts 
that:

(1) The single letter of the given a1 line appears in 
every pair of the desired a3 line.

(2) The remaining letter of the pairs of the desired 
lines are those letters that were omitted in the given a1 
line.

(3) The pair of letters in the given line becomes the 
single letter in each pair of the desired lines.

Corresponding to each of these a1 lines is the A1 point 
shown. The join of these A3 point pairs forms a t,z line, 
whose subscript, if a subscript for these lines is desired, 
is an obvious pairing of the subscripts of the A1 point 
pairs. These t , z lines we know meet in an Az point which 
corresponds to the given a1 line, so that the point of con
currence is A ^ g . This subscript for the A2 point could 
have also been obtained from the subscripts of the three t,2 
lines which form it, by observing that the single letter in
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the subscript is the letter which does not appear in any of 
the subscripts of the three t , z lines, and that the triplet 
of letters is that which appears as combination of two of 
the three letters in the pairs of the three t/2 line s. We 
have arrived now at the second system of points and lines, 
which differ notationally from the first system only in that 
the superscript is now a 2. Thus, Aj.^, Aj.^, Aj.ŷ , lie on

Which corresponds to A*.^. Also, a.%,, ac2„„ and a,2̂ , 
pass through while on c^fl„ lie Â .w , and .

28. The second and third systems are bound together by 
T23 points. In Section 18 it was found that each of these Tz3 
points is formed by the intersection of two a2 lines, which 
correspond to two A1 points, which form a t,z line. In order 
to determine which two A1 points form a t ,2 line, it is neces
sary to observe that any two A1 points, which have different 
single letters in the subscripts, and which have a common 
pair, plus the single letter of the other one for the three 
letters of the subscripts are the desired points. For exam
ple, k \ . ^ s AjL„ are a pair, as well as A ^  A ^ ,  and Ai>/3fy 
K-oct-v The lines in the second system corresponding to these 
pairs are, respectively, â ,̂  a^,, aj.yi! aj.y?, and a2.,,, a*.#.
They meet, respectively, in , and
which lie on line a?3<0(/3 of the third system. Through each T23 
point, it will be recalled, pass two lines from the second 
and the third systems. For example, the lines â .#, ajj?, and
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a L n , pass through „TMW5), and through pass ag.i f

s i . x and aĵ .̂ The subscripts of the Tz3 points here are 
not to be confused with the true notation as explained in 
the last paragraph of Section 24•

Having arrived at the third system, we find, as in the 
first two, that a^, aj.̂ , and a/^ concur in which cor
responds to â .y?. Moreover, aj^, aj^f, and a^, pass through 

* 3rd Â .̂ yg, and Â .̂ ŷ  lie on b̂ ĵ •
Behind us, now are three systems, and ahead, an infin

ite beauty of such systems. The inherent design in the re
peating systems of points and lines is truly a mystic har
mony, "transcending logic and giving us an example of the 
aesthetics in Mathematics".^^

2d Shaw, op. cit



CHAPTER 1

GOiCLUSieN

The task of presenting a complete notation for the sys
tems of named points and lines in Pascal’s configuration, 
together with the method for the formation of each system, 
has been accomplished. There remains to be tested the valid 
ity of the statement:

"(1) The sixty Kirkman points lie by three’s on sixty 
lines, which intersect by three’s in twenty points, which 
lie by four’s on fifteen lines,”

”(2) The sixty lines intersect by three’s in sixty 
points, which lie by three’s on twenty lines, which inter
sect by four’s in fifteen points,”

The Kirkman points (A1) do not lie by three’s on sixty 
lines since the Kirkman points are not the dual of the Pas
cal lines (a1)* Therefore, the method for arriving at these 
a2 lines is incorrect.

However, there are, we know, sixty a* lines, which do 
intersect by three’s in twenty B points, which do lie by 
four’s on fifteen e lines. In the second part of the state
ment we recognize the sixty A2- points, the twenty b lines, 
and the fifteen C points.
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TABLE OF SIX TT FIGURES*

I II III
G„3 123456 = Pa4f G/2 3 125634 - P345 G/23 163254 * P345

135264 = P/23 G245 153246 = P/2 3 G 356 153462 P/2 3
G/56 136425 = G246 154623 = P/24 G345 156243 = P/24
GM6 153624 = PjZ5 G256 135426 P/25 G346 135642 = P/2 5
G/26 124365 = Pj45 G|26 126543 P/45 G234 142563 II

G I36 154236 ^45 G2 3 6 136254 = Pz45 G/3 4 132456 P245
G,Zd 126534 = P,35 G/25 124356 P/35 G23 6 146352 - P/35
G/34 145326 = P235 G2 35 163524 P2 35 G/36 123546 “ P2 35
G/25 125643 = P/34 G/24 123465 = P/34 G235 143625 = P/34
Gl 35" 132546 - P2 34 G234 152364 P*34 G/35 154326 = P2 34

IV V VI
G456 125436 P345 G45b 145632 P345 G456 165234 = P345
G/24 153264 = P/2 3 G/25 135246 = P/23 G236 135462 = P|2 3
G234- 156423 = P/Z4 G/35 134625 = P/24 G/26 136245 = P/24
G 134 135624 = P/25 G235 153426 P/25 G/36 153642 = P/25
G345- 124563 P/45 G345 126345 = P/45 G/56 142365 = P/45
G346 134256 - P245 G356 156234 P245 G/46 152436 = ?245
G/45 126354 P|35 G245 163542 P/35 G356 146532 = P/35
GM6 143526 = P2 35 G256 165324 = P235 G346 125346 = %35
G246" 123645 P|34 G/45' 125463 = P/34 G2 56 145623 11 w

G246 152346 = P234 G/56 132564 =r P234 G2 46 134526 P234

* Veronese, op. cit., pp 661



123465 =' 
143562 = 
153264 =

124356 = 
134652 = 
164253 =

124365 = 
134562 = 
154263 =

146532 :
156234
126435

142365
132564
152463

142356
132654
162453

Table of Steiner Points 
123456 *
125634 = 135
163254 = P/;/

146325 = P234
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165423 =-<34 j y y
Pi' J a , >4= 136 136524 - 9,%,,= I26 ^5326 = 125

in 156423 - C- 

142536 = ̂

P/34(®K»= 145 152634 =
162435 = P*y

135624 = p;//

162345 = P,'"4P 
123 132546 = p2;Jg,35= 124

152643 =

pi<5-| 146352 = Pî i 163245 = PM3n
,= 1 4 6 136254 = 1 5 6 123546 = p2» n 36= 134

126453 - V)'J 153642 = P,r/

1 2 5 4 3 6 = p;:,',
145632 = p / J e w  135 
165234 =

164352 = 126345 =
= 136 134256 =p;4' A 46= 145 136542 ̂  P,4A , 4;= 146

* P/34'
* P,m

124653 = P,;V 156243 = 9 , 4

163425 = p/4'5p 126354 = $ t£ \

Gisb- 126 143526 - p;,v5(gi46= I23 1 3 6 4 5 2 ' 156
153624 = P,j/

1 6 4 3 2 5 * p;;4- 
C^t. 125 134526 =

154623 = P,;1,'

146253 =

gz46= 1 2 4 163 542 = 134
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Theorem I: If three triangles are perspective two by two
through the same center, then the three axes of perspectivity 
are concurrent.

5

Given: A,B, C, § A,B,C; I AjB3C3 # A, B, C,
To prove: s/2 , s23 , and s,3 are concurrent
The following proof is due to Veronese:
1. s,2 = (A, B, ■ AjBj) (B, C, • Bj Cj ) (A, C, • A2 C2 )

b2-a3B3 )(B2C2-B3C3 )(A2C2-A3 Cy ) 
s,3 = (A3B3-A, B, )(B3 C3-B,C, )(A3C3-A, C, )

2. Consider triangles:
(A, B, • A2B2 ),(A2 B2 • A3 B 3),(A3 B3- A, B, )

4;= (C, B, • C,B; ),(C2 B2 • C3 B3 ),(C3 B3‘ C, B, )
3. B, = A, B, • C.B, , Bz  ̂ AZBZ ' CZB? , B 3- A3B3-C3B3
4. But B, B2 B3 are collinear
5 • **«(A,B|"Aj B% ) (B, Cj * B2 C2 ) = ®iz~\

(A2B2* A3B3 )(B^C2* B3C3 ) = s23 t are concurrent
(A3B3-A,B( ) (B3C3 4 B, C, ) = ®j3
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Theorem I, Converse; If three triangles are perspective two by 
two, and if the three axes of perspectivity concur in a point, 
then the three triangles have a common center of perspectivity. 
Dual; If three triangles are perspective two by two, and if 
the three centers of perspectivity are collinear, then the 
three triangles have a common axis of perspectivity.
Given: A,B, C, ^  A*Bz C* ; A2B, C2 A3 B3C3 ; A,B,C, w '3 A,B,CJ

and that s/2, s^3, s,3 concur in point Y.
To prove; A,A2A3, B, B* B3, and C,CZC3 concur in a point, X.
1. Let the points be lettered as follows;

A, B, • AZB̂  = C/2 A, B, • A3B3 = C ,3 A 2B2 * A 3B3 = C23
A, C, • A a C2 = Bj2 A1 C1 ‘ A 3 C3 ~ B/g A2C2 • A3 C3 - B^3

B , C, • B2 C2 - A,2 B, C, ’ B3 C3 - Aj3 B% C2 ' Bj C3 = A^3
2. A V2 Biz Ct2 = s/2 j A /3 B,̂  C,-!, - s,3 , and A2 3 B23 C2a, r
3. Triangles A ,2 A ,3 A 23 , B/2 B /3 8 ,3 , and C ,2 C ,3 are
therefore perspective through point Y,
4. Thus, by Theorem I, the axes of perspectivity of these 
triangles concur in a point.
5. But the axes of perspectivity are precisely A,A2A 3,
B, B2B3, and C,C2C3 which, therefore, do concur in point X.

Q.E.D.

\
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Theorem I, Converse

X
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Theorem II: If one triangle is perspective with a second, the
second with a third, the third with a fourth, and the fourth 
with the first, and if the four centers of perspectivity are 
collinear, then the four axes of perspectivity are concurrent. 
Dual: If one triangle is perspective with a second, the second
with a third, the third with a fourth, and the fourth with the 
first, and if the four axes of perspectivity are concurrent, 
then the four centers of perspectivity are collinear.
Given: A, 6,0, A 2B* C2 A 3B3 C3 A4B4 C4 |41 A, B, G, and S IZ ,
3*3 , S34 , and S4J .are collinear.
To prove: The axes s/2 , s 23 , s 34 , and s4, are concurrent.
This following proof is due to Veronese.
1. Form triangle where A 5 = (S/2 A, • S34 A 3 ), B 5 -
(S,j> B, • S34 B3 ), and C5 = (S/2 C, • S34 C3 )
2. Then A,B,C, %' A4B4C< ^  A^B^C, ^  A B C
3. The axis of A, B, 0, A4 B4 C4 is A4I B4, C4I = s4) , where A 4,=
(B, C,- B4C4 ), B4i - (A,C,-A4C4), and C4, r (A,B,-A4 B4)

Since S4/ , S34 , and S,z are collinear, these three trian
gles have the same axis, or A5 B5 contains C4/ ; A5 C5 contains 
B4, ; and 6^0^ contains A4/ • (See Theorem I, Converse)
5. Likewise, A2BXC2 A3 B3 C3 ^  AS BS CS P  k z B2 CZ
6 . The axis of A2B2 C2 P  A3 B3 Gj is A^BajC^ = s23 , where A ^  =
(B2C2 * B3G3 ), Bg3 = (A* Cz • A 3 C3 ), and C23 = (A2 B2 * A3 B3 )
7. Thus, since S23 , S34, and S ,2 are collinear, Â Bj- contains 
C23; A5 C5 contains B23 ; and BfĈ. contains k z3 . (See Step 4)

Univ. of Arizona Library
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S, Now A, B, C, ̂  k z Bz C;, whose axis is A /2 B/p Cy2 = s,2 , where
Aj2 = (B, C, B,C, ), B/z » (A, C, ' A2 C2 ), C/2 = (A,B,-A2BZ )
9# Let s4/- s23 be called F.

10, To show that s/2 concurs with s 4l and s23 in F, consider 
the triangles A/2 A23A 4/ and B,2 B23 B4/ . These two triangles 

• are perspective about line C,C2 Cf, since:
(A,2 A23' B,% B 33 ) - C2
(A3 3 Â , * B2 3B4, ) = C5
(A,2 A 4j • B/2 B4f ) = C 1

11# The join of corresponding vertices is concurrent, meaning 
that s4/= A4i B4/ , s23 - A2 3 B23, and s /2 =• A,, B,2 concur in F.

12. Similarly, s34, the axis of A 3B3C3 ^ 4 A4 B 4C4, can be shown 
to concur in F by considering in the manner above the triangles 
A 2 3 A34 A 4 / and B2 3 B34 B4/ , where A 34 = (B3C3 " B^ C4 ), B 3 4 - (A3C3 * A4 C4 ) 
and C34 = (A3 B3 * A4 B4 ) •

Q ,E .D.
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Theorem II

'23

’23


